Request for the exceptions from Rules of the game – edition 2018
Czech Floorball kindly requests IFF Rules and Competition committee for the exceptions from
particular rules of the game – edition 2018 – specifically chapter 2 – GAME TIME, points
203 – Extra time and 204 - Penalty shots after extra time, in the following matters (if matches
are played as decisive):
-

in basic groups there is five (5) minutes extra time

-

extra time in basic groups is played three against three (3 vs. 3) players and if one of the
teams has one or more penalties, game will be played four or five against three (4 or 5
vs. 3) players, so no less than three players participated on the field

-

in basic groups if the game is still equal even after the extra time, penalty shootout is
taken only with three different players, if the game is still equal after these three shooters,
these three shooters only OR any another field player from the team can perform next
shot or shots (no limits even for one player) – depends on level of the competition

-

in basic groups winner after regular time will receive three (3) points, winner after extra
time or penalty shots two (2) points, loser after extra time or penalty shots one (1) point
and loser after regular time zero (0) points

In play-off and relegation matches all competition´s settings fully follows Rules of the game –
edition 2018 (extra time 10 minutes played five against five (5 vs. 5), 5 penalty shots after extra
time) so no exception is needed.
This request covers all the differences in the settings of the competitions managed by the
Czech floorball. We are asking for these exceptions valid from the following competition season
2018/2019.
In case of any questions please do not hesitate to contact our representative in the IFF RACC,
Mr. Jan Jirovský - jirovsky@ceskyflorbal.cz, +420 777 002 160.

Best regards
Tomáš Frank
Secretary General
Czech Floorball
frank@ceskyflorbal.cz
+420 608 023 042

REQUEST FOR EXCEPTIONS FROM GAME RULES
Finnish Floorball Federation requests for exceptions of the game rules 203. Request covers all single serie
matches played 3 x 20 minutes on season 2018-2019.

-

In regular season there will be 5 min. extra time and penalty shots after extra time if needed

-

In playoffs and relegation games overtime is 20 minutes

-

In ground serie winner in regular time will get three (3) points, winner after extra time or penalty
shots will get two (2) points, loser after extra time or penalty shots one (1) point and loser after
regular time zero (0) points.

Ari Vehniäinen
competition manager

Finnish Floorball Federation
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